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Gosford scaffolding collapse: Investigations continue
The site of the sca�olding collapse in the main street of Gosford remains under investigation today as a witness
describes how the sca�olding rattled in high winds moments before it fell.

Fiona Killman

@FionaKillman less than 2 min read August 20, 2020 - 11:15AM Central Coast Express Advocate 0 comments

Investigations continue into the sca�olding accident on Mann St in Gosford. Picture: Fiona Killman
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Gosford: Cars damaged on Donnison, Mann streets, sca�olding collapse
Kangy Angy rail facility’s high tech security features revealed a�er major construction finishes

Investigations into the shocking scaffolding collapse that wiped out eight cars in Mann St Gosford

continued on Thursday.

The scene had been cleared on Thursday morning, with police tape sealing off the section of the

construction site where the scaffolding collapsed during high winds around 3.20pm on Wednesday.

The scaffolding crushed eight cars, with the impact of the collapse also resulting in a street light falling on

a white ute as it drove down Mann St.

Luckily the pole fell on the ute tray, however a lady was taken to hospital with a head laceration from the

fall.

Police have taped o� the section where the sca�olding collapsed. Picture: Fiona Killman

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/central-coast/eight-cars-damaged-in-major-scaffolding-collapse-in-gosford-cbd/news-story/6d63e38152d4256a204da89677659d05
https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/central-coast/kangy-angy-rail-facilitys-high-tech-security-features-revealed-after-major-construction-finishes/news-story/aab26cdc650742365f771fa34fa671e7


Witness Natalie Smith, who returned to the scene today, told the Express about the moments before the

collapse. Ms Smith was heading into Chemist Warehouse, directly across the road from the construction

site, as strong wind gusts soared down the main road.

“You could hear the scaffolding rattling in the wind,” she said.

“Then all of a sudden it went and there was a huge bang.”

She said the driver of the white ute immediately got out when the light pole hit the tray and just looked

shocked.

The site of the sca�olding collapse in Mann st Gosford on August 19 2020, as investigations begin. Picture: Fiona Killman



The driver of this white ute was lucky to escape unharmed with a street light pole falling onto the ute as it drove down Mann St. Picture: Fiona
Killman

“Everyone was shocked, it was just crazy … very lucky no one was killed.”
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SafeWork is investigating the collapse and have been contacted for comment on initial findings.

Construction company Civil 1 has also been contacted however has declined to comment at this stage,

The Bureau of Meteorology reported a wind gust at Gosford of 59km/h just moments before the

scaffolding came crashing down.

The building site is where the old Union Hotel was being demolished to make way for the multi-tower

$400 million Archibald development.
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